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The knowledge of the angular distribution of solar radiance and its spectral characteristics is 
required for many applications including solar energy and the impact of UV radiation on humans. 
Sky radiance has been found to be the dominant factor for the solar UV exposure of humans, both 
with respect to positive and negative effects of UV radiation. We recently developed a novel 
method to calculate vitamin D3 weighted exposure by integrating the incident solar spectral 
radiance over all relevant parts of the human body. Earlier investigations are based on the irradiance 
on surfaces, whereas our calculated exposure of a voxel model of a human takes into account the 
complex geometry of the radiation field. Our calculations show that the UV index is not a good 
indicator for the exposure which depends on the orientation of the body (e.g. vertical (standing) or 
horizontal (lying down) posture). At the winter solstice vitamin D3 cannot be obtained with realistic 
clothing both in the southern and the northern hemisphere, even if the exposure were extended to all 
daylight hours. Since clouds play a crucial role in determining the actual exposure of humans and 
the yield of solar cells, new instruments that measure sky radiance in dependence of zenith and 
azimuth angle in more than 100 directions simultanuously have been developed in recent years. 
Such instruments are expected to improve our understanding both with respect to solar energy, 
derivation of trace gases and health effects of solar radiation.  

New multidirectional spectroradiometer (MUDIS): hemispheric input optics with weather protection (1), fibre bundle  
(2), imaging spectrometer (3), UV-sensitive CCD camera (4)
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